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DECISION AND ORDEROn March 18, 1971, Henry Kosinski, hereinafter either Kosinski or Complainant, filed with theConnecticut State Board of Labor Relations, hereinafter the Board, his complaint alleging practices by theCity of New Britain, hereinafter the City, prohibited by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, hereinafterthe Act. On March 22, 1971, complainant filed with the Board his complaint alleging prohibited practiceson the part of Local 992, International Association of Fire Fighters, AFL-CIO, hereinafter the Union. Thesecomplaints were later amended and, as amended, made charges of which the following is a summary:Against the City: That it refused to discuss certain grievances (#66 and#67) with Kosinski; that it refused to discuss an unnumbered grievancewith Kosinski; that it insisted over objection on using a tape recorder atgrievance meetings with Kosinski; that it caused Kosinski to receive an



unreasonably low performance evaluation and harassed him withunwarranted charges by way of retaliation for union activity.Against the Union: That it failed to process, and withdrew, grievancesfiled by Kosinski as president of the Union; that it refused to sponsor orprocess a grievance filed by Kosinski as an individual; that Kosinskithereupon resolved to file a prohibited practice complaint with thisBoard as a result of which the Union proceeded to institute disciplinaryproceedings against him which were conducted without according himdue process; that said proceedings terminated in suspending Kosinski asa Union member; that the Union failed to represent Kosinski on hisappeal from his performance evaluation.After the preliminary administrative steps had been taken, including a consolidation of the twocomplaints, hearings were held before the Board in the Labor Department Building in Wethersfield onJune 6 and 7,1972, and (after an interruption resulting from protracted illness of a party'srepresentative) October 25, 26, 27 and 28, 1972. At the hearings all parties appeared and wererepresented. Full opportunity was given to adduce evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses, andmake argument. Written briefs were filed by the complainant (on March 23) and the Union (on March19).Upon the whole record before us the Board makes the following findings of fact, conclusions of law, andorder: Findings of Fact1. The City of New Britain is a municipal employer within the meaning of the Act. Section 7-467(1).2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act, Section 7-467(3), and is andhas been at all material times the statutory exclusive bargaining representative for a bargainingunit of firefighters employed by the City.3. At all times material hereto the City and the Union had in force and effect a collective bargainingagreement which contained provision for grievance procedure and defined a grievance as adispute "between the City with the Union and/or an employee over the interpretation orapplication of any written section or sections of this Agreement." This agreement will hereinafterbe called the Contract.4. The procedure provided by this article contained three internal steps: deputy chief engineer; chiefengineer; personnel director. If the grievance remained unsettled it might be submitted toarbitration.5. At all times material hereto before January 28,1971, the Union's by-laws provided: "Any memberhaving a grievance shall submit the same to any officer of the Local who shall evaluate the meritsof the grievance to determine whether or not it is {sic] should be processed by the Union."6. On October 13, 1970, the board of fire commissioners of the City amended its rules andregulations by adopting the following rule known as amendment to section 11:



"The Chief Engineer, with the written concurrence of a Deputy ChiefEngineer signifying consensus, shall have the absolute power to compeluniformity of appearance by all department members concerning thegrooming of head, facial and neck hair. This is to insure safety of thepersonnel and the citizens they protect."7. At this time Lieutenant Henry Kosinski, complainant herein, was president of the Union. He hadbeen president for six years, and remained such until regular elections were held in December,1970, at which time he did not run for office. At this meeting Ronald E. Sheldon was elected Unionpresident.8. On October 23, 1970, a grievance was filed directed to the amendment to Section 11 (par. 6,supra), claiming that it was ambiguous and an unwarranted invasion of individual rights whichwas not justified by considerations of safety. The remedy demanded was rescission of theamendment and that "safety standards shall be subject to the acceptance and mutual agreement ofthe City and the Union before being made applicable." This grievance was signed "Henry Kosinski,President Local 992, IAFF, AFL-CIO." It was known as grievance #66. It was filed by Kosinskiwithout consulting the executive board of the Union. (Tr. 643).9. Deputy chief McKeon and Kosinski met on grievance #66 on October 27, 1970, and McKeon filedan answer stating that the amendment to section 11 had been drawn up by the chief engineer andpassed by the board of fire commissioners. "This means that we have no way of making finaldecision on this grievance." This answer was received by Kosinski on November 1, 1970. (Exh. 7a).10. At a regular Union membership meeting held on October 28 and 29, 1970, there was a report ongrievance #66. "After much discussion a motion was made and seconded that the union take ahands off policy on length of hair and leave it up to the Fire Chief and Board of Fire Commissionersto decide length of hair." All such meetings were held in two separate sessions to accommodatethe members' work schedules. Roll call votes were taken on this motion at each meeting and theaggregate result was: Yes 21, No 9, 1 present. A "present" vote is an abstention. At the secondsession, President Kosinski ruled this motion and vote illegal on the basis of a letter from theBoard's Agent which he (Kosinski) construed as advice that the Union had no authority towithdraw a grievance.11. Grievance #66 was then processed to the next step at which the parties met on November 10,1970, and in conference with the fire board chairman "decided that this grievance should go to thenext step." (Exh. 7b).12. On November 11, 1970, grievance #67 was filed because the City ordered and compelled FireFighter John Boucino to shave his goatee in alleged violation of section 2:1 of the contract and thegrievant's constitutional and civil rights. The remedy sought was a declaration of invalidity of thisorder and restoration of the right "to grow a goatee again, if he so wishes." This grievance wassigned by Kosinski as "president Local 992, IAFF, AFL-CIO." It was countersigned by John Boucinoas "Aggrieved Employee."13. Grievance #66 was then taken to the third grievance step before Alfred S. Pettinelli, actingpersonnel director for the City. On November 24, Pettinelli wrote the Union asking what specificsection of the contract was relied on. On November 25, Kosinski replied in writing that thegrievance concerned the interpretation or application of sections 2:1 and 12:7.



14. Grievance #67 was submitted to the deputy chief and within five days after such submission ananswer was received from the deputy chief stating that he did not believe that it lay "within [his]scope of authority at this time,” and asking, “What section of the contract has been violated." Nomeeting with the Union (as called for by section 13:2 of the contract) was arranged by the deputychief.15. The Union filed another grievance (#68) directed to the failure of the deputy chief to processgrievance #67 in the manner provided by the Contract.16. At the regular November, 1970, meeting of the membership, held on November 18 and 19, thequestion of hair grooming and the grievances again came up for discussion and it was voted to askthe international president for a ruling upon the legality of the vote taken at the October meetingdescribed in paragraph 10, supra.17. The Union processed grievance #67 to the second step, the chief engineer, union representatives,Ziolkowski and Kosinski, met with the chief engineer, Stephen J. Kelly, on December 3, 1970, atwhich Kelly insisted on using a tape recorder and Kosinski refused to proceed under thosecircumstances. This meeting began at 10:14 a.m. and ended at 10:21 a.m. when the Unionrepresentatives retired from the office.18. Thereafter on the same day Kelly also made written answer to the grievance denying it on themerits.19. Grievance #67 was also processed to the third step and was discussed orally by unionrepresentatives and Pettinelli on the same day, December 3, together with grievance #66. At thistime Pettinelli asked for an extension of time to answer both grievances until December 31.Kosinski and Sheldon, the Union representatives, agreed to this. The time was further extended onDecember 30 by agreement of Sheldon who was then Union president.20. At the December meeting of the Union membership, held on the 15th and 16th, Kosinski as retiringpresident opened the meeting and read a letter from the international president of the Unionstating that under the Local Union's constitution (see paragraph 5, supra) the membership had novoice or vote in the handling or disposition of grievances once they were submitted. (Tr. 167, Exh.50). This was debated. Thereafter Kosinski turned the chair over to the newly elected president,Sheldon.21. Thereafter it was moved and seconded to "allow the Fire Board to set standards for thedepartment regarding Uniforms including Facial and Hair length as long as rules set are withinreason." There was a further action made by Kosinski, and seconded “[t]o form a committee fromExecutive Board to meet with Fire Board to draw up standards regarding Uniforms includingFacial and Hair length;" and this motion was in turn amended to "have Committee reach mutualagreement with Fire Board." The motion to meet with the fire board "to set standards ... andamendment to reach agreement passed unam." (Exh. 50).22. At this meeting a motion was also passed to form a committee to draw up amendments to the by-laws of the local Union and report back to the next meeting. Id.23. On January 7, 1971, Union representatives met with city representatives to discuss and try toresolve outstanding grievances. Several which concerned Kosinski were resolved in favor of hisposition. Grievances #60 and #67 were discussed briefly but were held in abeyance pending



action by the Union membership. At this meeting the parties also agreed that a tape recorderwould not be used in meetings with the Union officials.24. Pursuant to the vote described in paragraph 21, supra, a committee was formed which, with thefire board, drew up guidelines to supersede section 11 of the rules and regulations (par. 6, supra)which were adopted by the board on January 12, 1971. They read as follows:“1. Haircuts will be neatly trimmed and will not interfere with standard(firefighting) headware.2. Mustaches are permitted, if they are neat, and do not droop past theupper lip or cover the lip.3. Beards of any type are not permitted.4. No hair may cover the tops of the ears or overlap the shirt collar.5. Side-burns will be neatly trimmed, with straight lines and no flaresat the base. The base will be a clean shaven line and the length ofthe hair that constitutes the side-burn will be evenly tapered in thesame manner as the remainder of the hair on the sides of the head.The base of the side-burn will not extend downward beyond a lineparallel to the ground and drawn horizontally through the lowestpart of the exterior or opening."25. In preparing these guidelines the Union committee made a survey of rules elsewhere andrecommendations from several sources including the U. S. Bureau of Mine Safety; the Safety andMine Research Establishment of Sheffield, England; Scott Ail Pak Co.; the National Guard, andother fire departments. All these authorities agreed that a beard of any type increases the amountof leakage in the use of masks the firemen need for their protection. The guidelines adoptedclosely resemble those in force for firefighters in Memphis, Tennessee and approved by the Unionthere. The guidelines adopted after negotiation were more liberal than those originally proposedby the City. In approving them the Union committee considered what it believed to be the effect ofextremely unconventional appearance upon the public acceptance of and confidence in thefirefighters, as well as the safety factor.26. The committee to draft amendments to the by-laws (par. 22, supra) drew up a proposal whichwould supersede that set out in paragraph 5, supra, and provide for review of grievances by theexecutive committee and for withdrawal of grievances by a vote of the membership.27. On January 22, 1971, Kosinski participated in drafting a grievance directed to the action of theboard of fire commissioners in approving the guidelines (par. 24, supra). This was originallysigned by 21 members of the Union, including Kosinski. It became known at the hearings as theunnumbered grievance. Kosinski requested Sheldon to process this as a Union grievance butSheldon declined to do so because the grievance was in conflict with the negotiated guidelines.28. At the January meeting of the Union membership, held on the 26th and 27th, both committeesreported. Kosinski moved for non-concurrence with new new guidelines. On this motion therewere 2 yes votes, 29 no votes, and two abstentions. The amendment to the by-laws (par. 26,supra) carried by a vote of 29 yes, 2 no, 2 present. A motion to withdraw grievances #66 and #67



was then passed by the same vote. Kosinski then read the unnumbered grievance and announcedthat he would file prohibited practice charges against the Union with this Board.29. On February 1, 1971, Sheldon wrote Pettinelli advising him of the vote to withdraw grievances#66 and #67.30. On February 2, 1971, Kosinski wrote Pettinelli stating that he had authorized no one to withdrawgrievances #66 and #67, and demanding a meeting upon them. Pettinelli did not take any step toarrange such meeting.31. Kosinski sought to process the unnumbered grievance as an individual and as spokesman for theother signers thereof.32. At the second step of said grievance the chief engineer, Kelly, insisted on using a tape recorder andKosinski withdrew from the meeting without reaching the merits.33. Kosinski took this grievance to the third step but Pettinelli declined to meet upon it on the groundthat it was a group grievance and the City could not legally recognize anyone as representative of agroup of bargaining unit employees except the Union.34. A day or two before February 22, 1971, Kosinski gave a statement to the Hartford Courant to theeffect that he intended to file prohibited practice charges against the Union and the City whichwould include (against the Union) "lack of proper representation as provided for under laborunion and civil laws … irresponsibility in representing the rights and interests of all employeeswithout discrimination … interference, restraint and possible coercion with respect to a number ofpast and current grievances presented to the City for adjustment." This statement was quoted bythe Courant in a news article dated February 22, 1971, and headed: "Complaints Will Be Filed ByFormer Union Officer." A similar article appeared in the New Britain Herald.35. On March 18, 1971, the Union filed charges against Kosinski as follows:"That Brother Kosinski violated Article 15-#10 of the Constitution andBy-Laws of the International Association of Fire Fighters which read asfollows:The following shall constitute misconduct: - - -10. Engaging in conduct detrimental to the best interests of theAssociation or its subordinate unions which places or tends to placethem in disrepute with other labor organizations, employers, or thepublic."36. Kosinski signed his complaint herein against the Union on March 22, 1971, and filed it with theBoard on the same day. This complaint contained charges which were fairly summarized in thestatement by Kosinski and the press. (Par. 34).37. In discussing the matter of Union charges (Par. 35) with the executive board, Sheldon hadsuggested that if Kosinski thereafter filed a complaint with this Board he would be in violation ofthe Union constitution in failing first to exhaust his remedies within the Union structure and thatsuch a charge might thereafter be added. Subsequently Sheldon came to the conclusion that thefiling of a complaint with this Board was an activity protected by the Act and that the statutory



right overrode any provision in the Union constitution. The Union therefore refrained from addingsuch charge.38. On April 26, 1971, a hearing was held before a Union trial board on the charges described inparagraph 35, supra, and the board found Kosinski guilty of the charges on the following bases:“1. Exhibit #3 - Article in Hartford Courant dated February 22, 1971.2. Exhibit #4 - Brother Kosinski's handwritten and signed pressrelease.3. On page 12 of the trial board testimony, Brother Kosinski admittedto issuing aformentioned press release.4. The trial board unanimously agreed that Brother Kosinski's pressrelease did place Local 992 in disrepute with other local union’s, itsemployers and the public."The board thereupon imposed a fine of $150.00 and "suspension from participating in all unionactivities for a period of no less than three months, starting July 1, 1971."39. Kosinski introduced evidence tending to prove that the trial board was not properly constitutedand that the hearing upon the Union charges was conducted in an arbitrary manner and notaccording to the Union's constitution. The Union objected to this evidence on the ground that thediscipline of its members was a matter of internal union affairs which this Board has nojurisdiction to police. The Union also introduced evidence tending to show that its proceedingswere fair and regular.40. On July 20, 1971, Kosinski, acting through an attorney, filed an appeal with the InternationalUnion from the ruling of the trial board. Under the Union constitution payment of at least $50.00of the fine imposed was made a condition to the entertaining of such appeal and the InternationalUnion so notified Kosinski's attorney. Kosinski refused to make such payment and on September9, 1971, the president of the International wrote Kosinski's attorney that the appeal would not beentertained. (Exhs.62-65).41. On September 16, 1971, the local Union wrote Kosinski that the suspension imposed by the trialboard had expired and that "If the fine of 150.00 Dollars is paid you will be a member in goodstanding." (Exh.66)42. Kosinski has at no time paid this fine or any part thereof. He remains a Union member, but not ingood standing, and is under the Union rules, ineligible for Union office, etc.43. It is the practice in the department to have periodic performance evaluations made of theemployees by their respective supervisors. Such an evaluation was made of Kosinski by hisimmediate superior, Captain John Morrissey, on January 25, 1971. It rated Kosinski's overallperformance as 81.66. The form calls for rating the employee on each of 15 separate matters (e.g.performance of station duties, dependability, leadership, evaluation ability). Kosinski was rated 85on ten of these matters and 75 on the remaining five.44. Kosinski testified that this was a lower score than he had received before but there was noobjective evidence to warrant a finding that it was undeservedly low.



45. There was testimony tending to show that Morrissey had objected to Kosinski's conduct as Unionpresident particularly with reference to the hair grievances, but Morrissey denied that this in anyway influenced his performance evaluation of Kosinski.46. Kosinski took an appeal from his evaluation to the City personnel director and at his request theUnion sent a member of the executive committee to observe said proceedings. Activerepresentation by the Union was not requested.Conclusions of Law1. Under the Municipal Employee Relations Act a bargaining representative has discretion whetherto file a grievance and how to dispose of it even where the grievance has merit (in the sense that itis not frivolous), provided the representative acts in good faith and without discrimination.2. Where a collective bargaining agent, acting in good faith, takes a position contrary to that of someindividuals whom it represents, or supports the position of one group of employees against that ofanother, such conduct does not constitute improper discrimination or breach of the agent'sstatutory duty to represent all employees within the unit.3. Where an employee files an individual grievance under the Act, the collective bargaining agent hasno statutory duty actively to support such grievance.4. The unilateral insistence by one party upon the use of a tape recorder in bargaining sessions(including grievance meetings) over the objection of the other party constitutes an unwarrantedrestraint of the bargaining process and a failure to bargain in good faith as required by the Act.5. While a statutory grievance may be filed by a single individual or more than one, no grievant maylegally represent or be spokesman for another where there is an exclusive statutory bargainingagent for the unit of which the grievants are members.6. Where one of such grievants purports to speak both for himself and for others the employer is notprivileged to refuse to entertain the grievance altogether, but has the statutory duty to entertainthe grievance as an individual one on the part of any grievant who represents himself.7. The filing of a prohibited practice complaint before this Board by an employee against a union isan activity protected by the Act and it is a prohibited practice for such union to take punitive stepsagainst such employee for engaging in such activity.8. This protection extends also to the public announcement of the filing of such complaint providedthe announcement does not go beyond or distort the charges in the complaint and provided theannouncement is contemporaneous with the filing or nearly so.9. This protection does not extend to a public announcement made over a month before the filing.10. This Board has no jurisdiction to police the internal affairs of an employee organization in takingdisciplinary action against its members unless such action impinges upon an activity which isprotected by the Act.



DiscussionIThe main thrust of the complaint concerns the alleged failure by the Union adequately to processgrievances #66 and #67, the original hair grievances. Kosinski's reasoning on this aspect of the case isbased upon what we believe to be a fundamental misunderstanding of the Union's duty in handlinggrievances. He assumes that the hair grievances were meritorious and that it was the Union's duty toprocess them through to a conclusion (at least short of arbitration) since one group of employees wishedthem so processed, even though most of the members opposed such a course. This follows it is urgedfrom the Union's statutory duty to represent all the employees in the bargaining unit. We hold, however,that a Union has discretion whether to file a grievance and how to dispose of it even where the grievancehas merit (in the sense that it is not frivolous), so long as the Union acts in good faith and withoutdiscrimination.The complainant urges that United States Supreme Court decisions require a ruling in his favor, and hebids us to follow their direction since our own Act is patterned after the federal statute they construe. Wecite three principal cases, the same ones which are cited by the Union for a very different conclusion.Vaca v. Sipes, 386 U.S. 171 (1967); Humphrey v. Moore, 375 U.S. 335 (1964); Ford Motor Co. v. Huffman,345 U.S. 330 (1953). We agree that these cases should have great weight in our decision. New Canaan v.Conn. State Bd. of Labor Relations, 160 Conn. 285 (1971). But we read the decisions in a way that favorsthe Union's position rather than complainant's.Ford Motor Co. v. Huffman, supra, upholds a seniority clause negotiated by the Union which wasdisadvantageous to some of its members. The court said: "Inevitably differences arise in the manner anddegree to which the terms of any negotiated agreement affect individual employees and classes ofemployees. The mere existence of such differences does not make them invalid. The complete satisfactionof all who are represented is hardly to be expected. A wide range of reasonableness must be allowed astatutory bargaining representative, subject always to complete good faith and honesty of purpose in theexercise of its discretion." 345 U.S. at 338.In Humphrey v. Moore, supra, two motor carriers, Dealers and E. & L., transported new Fords from itsLouisville, Ky. plant. Ford's business dropped and it notified the carriers that there was only enoughbusiness for one of them. The employees of both were represented by the same union under contractsproviding that if one carrier absorbed the business of the other, the seniority of affected employeesshould be settled by joint grievance procedure. Such procedure was invoked and the joint committeeprovided for "dovetailing" seniority. The Kentucky courts held this provision invalid because "thesituation involved antagonistic interests of two sets of employees represented by the same unionadvocate. The result was inadequate representation of the Dealers employees." 375 U.S. at 341. TheSupreme Court reversed this judgment, saying "… we are not ready to find a breach of the collectivebargaini.ng agent's duty of fair representation in taking a good faith position contrary to that of someindividuals whom it represents nor will supporting the position of one group of employees against that ofanother … ” After quoting the language from Huffman set out above, the court continues: "Just as a unionmust be free to sift out wholly frivolous grievances which would only clog the grievance process, so itmust be free to take a position on the not so frivolous disputes. Nor should it be neutralized when theissue is chiefly between two sets of employees. Conflict between employees represented is a recurringfact. To remove or gag the union in these cases would surely weaken the collective bargaining andgrievance proccss." 375 U.S. at 349, 350.In Vaca v. ~Sipes, 386 U.S. 171 (1967) an employee sued his union in the Missouri State Court for failingto process to arbitration his grievance for being laid off because of high blood pressure. The medical



evidence on the merits of the grievance was in conflict and the union sought advice of another expert whoreported findings unfavorable to plaintiff's claim. The union then decided not to go to arbitration. Thestate court by its charge allowed the jury to find liability if they believed the evidence supported thecharge of wrongful discharge. Plaintiff had a verdict. The Supreme court reversed the judgment enteredon this verdict because the court applied the wrong test. The jury should not have been instructed to passon the merits of the grievance but should have been all owed to find liability only if they found arbitraryor bad faith conduct on the union's part.These decisions are peculiarly applicable to the case at bar as we review the facts. There were twoschools of thought among the firemen about the matter of beards and long hair. Obviously Kosinski(whose own appearance in this regard is conventional and circumspect) felt strongly about the individualrights of his fellow members who had different tastes and, as Union president, he filed grievances #66and #67 to vindicate that position. These grievances clearly had merit in the sense that they were notfrivolous. They embodied a sincerely felt and reasonable point of view.This point of view was not shared by all members of the Union, however, and it soon became apparentthat it was not held by the majority of members. When the matter was brought up at the firstmembership meeting after grievance #66 was filed a clear majority of the members wanted to adopt ahandsoff policy on the whole matter. Under their own by-laws, as they were then cast, they could notimplement this feeling, and the union officers continued to process #66 and add to it grievance #67.The majority viewpoint continued to strive for expression, however, and at the December meeting twocommittees were authorized: one to negotiate new hair guidelines with the fire board and if possiblecome to agreement upon them; the other to draft changes in the by-laws which would give more powerover grievances to the membership. The former studied the hair problem, considering both the safety andpublic acceptance aspects, and came to an agreement with the fire board on terms far more favorable tothe Kosinski point of view than the original regulation which had given the chief engineer virtuallydictatorial power. By this time Kosinski was no longer president and the majority had little trouble indefeating his motion for non-concurrence with the committee's negotiated guidelines at the Januarymeeting. In net effect, this settled the dispute out of which the grievances #66 and #67 arose. They werethereafter withdrawn by a membership vote, which by this time was authorized by an amendment to theby-laws.From the evidence before us we see no basis for concluding that this disposition of the matter wasmotivated by bad faith or arbitrary discrimination. To be sure it settled the matter in a way that madeone group unhappy, but as the Supreme Court has said, "the complete satisfaction of all who arerepresented is hardly to be expected." Ford Motor Co. v. Huffman, 345 U.S. 330, 338 (1953). The recordmakes it clear that the disposition met with the approval of the great majority of members. Moreover, itwas arrived at after serious study and consideration of relevant factors.Since #66 and #67 were Union grievances, it did not constitute a breach of the Act for the Union towihdraw them or decline to process them further even over the protest of their original sponsors. It is thefunction of the bargaining representative to exercise discretion in these respects so long as it does sohonestly and without discrimination. Cf. Local 234, Council 15, AFSCME, AFL-CIO and Clarence Hyde,Decision No. 1085, Case No. MUPP-2027 (1972). And it does not constitute such discrimination to take aposition "contrary to that of some individuals whom it represents nor [to support] the position of onegroup of employees against that of another." Humphrey v. Moore, supra, at 349.The fact that the Union changed its own rules governing the power to withdraw a grievance is of noconcern to this Board. So far as the Act goes the power lies within the Union - somewhere - to withdrawor dispose of grievances in the exercise of its honest discretion. It is an internal Union matter where it



chooses to lodge this power within its own ranks; and if there are limits to the exercise of this choice,they were not transgressed in the present case.We do not pass on the question of whether the disposition of these grievances was wise or just, or inultimate accord with the merits. Such a decision is not, we believe, a part of our function any more than itwas properly part of the Missouri Jury's function in Vaca v. Sipes, supra. We can and do find, however,that there is nothing in the nature of this disposition itself that would warrant any inference that it wasthe product of bad faith or discrimination.So far as the unnumbered grievance goes, there is no basis for finding that the Union's refusal to adoptand sponsor it constituted an act of bad faith or discrimination. The grievance was aimed at upsetting thenegotiated disposition of the dispute over hair which we have just found to be an honest, good faith, andnon-discriminatory settlement of the former grievances. Kosinski had a statutory right to pursue theunnumbered grievance as an individual, but no right to require that the Union support it and therebyrepudiate a negotiated settlement it had just arrived at.IIAs for the City's part in the processing and disposition of grievances #66 and #67, we find no violation ofthe Act except with respect to the use of the tape recorder. We have already decided that ground rules fornegotiating sessions are themselves matters of mandatory bargaining. Town of Stratford, Decision No.1069 (1972). And we have applied this principle to the use of tape recorders, holding that it constitutes aprohibited practice to insist on their use over objection. Town of New Canaan, Decision No. 865 (1969).We now hold that the same rule applies to grievance meetings. Much can be said in favor of such a devicebut we have encountered a widespread feeling on the part of unions that it inhibits the free give and takethat is so necessary a part of all phases of negotiation (including grievances). In our view the fullattainment of the Act's purposes requires that such a device be used only if both parties agree; and thatthe unilateral insistence on its use, over objection, constitutes a refusal to bargain in good faith and abreach of the Act.This conclusion, it should be noted, is quite independent of the agreement reached by the parties here onJanuary 7, 1971. Moreover, it applies fully to the hearing on a statutory individual grievance like theunnumbered one in the present case.There is another aspect of the city's treatment of the unnumbered grievance which deserves mention,namely its refusal to let Kosinski process it as representative of the other signers. This refusal wasproper. When a union has become the exclusive bargaining representative for employees in a unit, thenthe Act excludes the propriety of any other person's acting in a representative capacity for any suchemployees. That is a necessary corollary of the exclusive character of the Union's right.This does not mean, however, that a statutory grievance may not be filed by several individuals actingeach for himself by a sort of joinder of claims and parties. And since Kosinski was a signer of theunnumbered grievance and an individual grievant, it did constitute a prohibited practice for the City'srepresentative to refuse to process this grievance, at Kosinski's insistence, as an individual grievance forhimself alone. Since we find that he purported to be acting both for himself and as spokesman for thegroup, his claim was too broad, but the Act is remedial and is intended for the protection of laymen. Wefind, therefore, that it was incumbent on the City to entertain the grievance to the extent that it was anindividual one by Kosinski, and not to reject it altogether because Kosinski also purported to speak forothers whom he could not legally represent. In deciding this, we do not suggest or imply that thegrievance should be upheld on its merits; simply that it should be entertained as an individual grievance



without insistence on a tape recorder and without procedural dismissal because Kosinski wrongly soughtto represent others as well as himself. IIIA serious problem is represented by the events that led up to Kosinski's trial and punishment by theUnion, and the procedure and outcome of the trial. The Union rightly claims that this Board has no powerto police the internal affairs of a union. As a general proposition this is true; but if what a Union does alsoconstitutes an invasion of rights protected by the Act, then the union may not hide behind the defensethat its conduct was an internal affair. City of Waterbury Police Department, Decision No. 1056-A (1972).The Union itself acknowledged this limitation when it concluded not to press charges against Kosinski forhis initiation of the present proceedings before this Board. This conclusion was clearly right. Invoking thestatutory powers of this Board constitutes a protected activity if anything does. And if a union visited apenalty upon its member for so doing this in itself would be a prohibited practice however careful and"due" the process through which such illegal end was pursued.On the other hand, if the Union conduct does not invade a right protected by the Act, then it is beyond thisBoard's jurisdiction to determine whether a Union has observed procedural due process or any otherprovision of the federal or state constitution.In its brief the complainant cites a number of cases in which courts have found union conduct to be illegalon grounds very much like the asserted here. These decisions do not however support his claim for reliefunder the Connecticut Act before this Board. Most of them were civil actions in federal courts forviolation of the federal Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 411 et seq. see, e.g.,Fulton Lodge IAM v. Nix, 415 P. 2d 212 (2d Cir. 1969); others sought to vindicate in state courts rightsguaranteed by the federal or state constitution. See e.g., Schrank v. Brown, 112 Misc. 80, 80 N.Y.S. 2d 452(1948). None of them holds that the conduct involved constituted a violation of a statute analogous to theMunicipal Employee Relations Act. None of them involves the exercise of jurisdiction by the NationalLabor Relations Board or a State board.The question we must decide is, then, whether the evidence shows Union interference with a rightprotected by the Act. The filing of a prohibited practice charge is not, of course, the only activity protectedby statute. The Union also concedes that an announcement of intention to file such charge, if made to theunion body, would be similarly protected, but contends that a public announcement or news releaseconcerning such charge is not protected because the giving of such publicity could not further anylegitimate interest of the complainant but could only serve to place the Union in disrepute with otherlabor organizations, employers, or the public.We think this view too narrow. Under some circumstances at least the protection which surrounds theact of filing a complaint also incidentally surrounds calling public attention to the filing. The filing itselfmakes the complaint a public record and the reason that such records are public lies in our democraticbelief that the public has a legitimate concern with such matters and that there is social value in publicknowledge of them. This presupposes that knowledge of these matters may influence public behavior in aself-governing society; and that public reaction may, in turn, have some influence on the behavior ofthose whose conduct is disclosed to public scrutiny. Surely the purpose behind making court andadministrative proceedings public is not just to furnish interest and amusement to spectators andreaders. This does not mean that any and all public statements about filing prohibited practices would beprotected but it does mean that the Union's view oversimplifies the matter and goes too far.To take the simplest case, we are satisfied that if Kosinski, when he filed his complaint with the Board,simply alerted a reporter to this fact, leaving it to him to get details from the public record, this act would



fall within the statutory protection. We believe that a party who has a protected right to take an actionwhich becomes a public record, also has an incidentally protected right to call attention to that action andthereby try to enlist support for his position.The question is then whether deviations from this simple case take the news release out of the protectedsphere. This we find will depend on (a) whether the release goes beyond the content of the public chargeor unfairly distorts it, and on (b) timing. In the present case we find that the content of the press releaseis a fair summary of the content of the complaint or charge later filed. The question of timing is moretroublesome, since the press release was not simultaneous with the filing or nearly so but was issuedover a month before the complaint was signed or filed.The longer the interval between the public statement and the later filing the less claim it has to partake ofthe protection of the subsequent public act. No one can be sure of the future and the uncertainty tends toincrease with time. Even the intentions of firm or stubborn men may change or be frustrated, with orwithout changes in external circumstances. And if a statement of intention may be harmful (as this onewas) then the harm may be done and the fulfillment of the intention (which alone justifies the statement)may never occur. As this possibility increases, the statement has less claim for incidental protection.Moreover there is some basis for believing that improper motives (e.g., a desire simply to hurt, Holmes'"disinterested malevolence") are more likely to dominate where the statement is widely separated intime from the public act for which support may legitimately be enlisted. Upon weighing all thesecompeting considerations we find that a public statement made as far in advance of actual filing as thisone was is not entitled to the protection which would be accorded to the filing itself or to a nearlycontemporaneous announcement of it.If, then, Kosinski's press release was not protected by the Act, that is an end of the matter so far as thisBoard is concerned. The fact, if it be a fact, that the Union's conduct in punishing complainant may havebeen high-handed or tyranical; the fact, if it be a fact, that he may have been deprived of due process orpenalized for exercising his constitutional right of free speech, may entitle him to some remedy in a courtof law. But it does not show the existence of conduct prohibited by the Municipal Employee Relations Act.IVThe matter of performance evaluation poses no serious problem. We are not satisfied by the evidencethat the rating was lower than deserved or that it was influenced by improper motives such as a desire topenalize Kosinski for his Union activity. Under the evidence before us we find no violation of the Act onthis score.
O R D E RBy virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by theMunicipal Employee Relations Act, it isORDERED, in Case No. MUPP-2092, that the City of New Britain shallI. Cease and desist from(a) insisting on the use of a tape recorder, over objection, at bargaining sessions (includinggrievance meetings) with either the Union or any individual grievant, and from



(b) refusing to entertain the unnumbered grievance as one on behalf of the complainantindividually on the ground that he also purported to act as spokesman for grievantswhom he had no legal right to represent.II. Take the following affirmative steps which the Board finds will effectuate the purposes ofthe Act:(a) upon request by Kosinski entertain and decide on the merits the unnumbered grievancewithout insisting (over objection) upon the use of a tape recorder or similar device atthe grievance meeting(s).(b) Post immediately and leave posted for a period of forty five (45) consecutive days fromthe date of posting, in a conspicuous place where the employees involved customarilyassemble, a copy of this Decision and Order in its entirety.(c) Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at its office in the LaborDepartment, 200 Folly Brook Boulevard, Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30)days of the receipt of this Decision and Order of the steps taken by the City of NewBritain to comply therewith.And it is furtherORDERED, thatIII. The complaint in Case No. MPP-2092 be dismissed in respect to all other charges than thatspecified in the first part of this order, and the same hereby is dismissed.IV. The complaint in Case No. MUPP-2096 be, and the same hereby is, dismissed.
CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABORRELATIONS BY:

s/ Fleming James, Jr.
Chairman

s/ Dorothy Kane McCaffery
Member

s/ Patrick F. Bosse
Member



No. 181823HENRY KOSINSKIVS.CONNECTICUT STATE BOARDOF LABOR RELATIONS
SUPERIOR COURTHARTFORD COUNTYAT NEW BRITAINJANUARY            1974

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION ON APPEALIn October of 1970, the Board of Fire Commissioners of the City of New Britain promulgated anamendment to Sec. 11 of its rules and regulations, which dealt with head, facial and neck hair groomingrequirements for members of the fire department (Board Exhibit 3). This event touched off a long seriesof events which have culminated in this appeal before the Court.The Plaintiff, in response to the new regulations and other related events, filed three grievances with theappropriate agents of the City and in accordance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement in effectbetween the City and the defendant Union (Board exhibits 4, 6, 19 and 34).After several months of negotiation on the grievances, he concluded that to get the relief he was entitledto he would have to file a prohibited practice complaint with the Connecticut State Board of LaborRelations (hereinafter, the Board). The plaintiff announced his intentions in this respect to the HartfordCourant, which published an article to that effect on February 22, 1971 (Exhibit 22).On March 18, 1971, the union, in response to the plaintiff’s expressed intention to file a prohibitedpractice complaint against it before the Board, brought union charges against him. (Board Exhibit 24).These charges alleged violations of Article 15 of the International Constitution (Board Exhibit 25)claiming that he had engaged in activities which tended to place the union "… in disrepute with otherlabor organizations, employers or the public.”0n March 22, 1971, only four days after the charges were brought against him, the plaintiff filed hisannounced complaint with the Board. The plaintiff had also filed a similar complaint against the City ofNew Britain on March 18, 1971, simultaneously with the bringing of the union charges against him.On April 26, 1971, more than a month after the plaintiff had filed his complaint with the Board, adisciplinary hearing was held on the union charges.The trial board decided that the plaintiff had “placed the union in disrepute”, fined him $150.00 andsuspended him from active membership in the Union.Following the sentence of the trial board, the plaintiff submitted an appeal to the International Union(Board exhibits 62 and 62a) without success.On or about February 4, 1972, the plaintiff filed an amended prohibited practice complaint in the FifthCount of which he dealt with the facts set out heretofore. On April 25, 1973, the Board dismissed hiscomplaint in its entirety. In the present action, the plaintiff is appealing the dismissal of the Fifth Countonly.



The Board, in its conclusions of law held that the filing of a prohibited practice complaint by an employeeagainst a union is an activity protected by the Act. Further, it is a prohibited practice for a union to takepunative steps against such an employee.The Board concluded that this protection also extends to the filing of a public announcement or pressrelease of the intention to file such a complaint.The Board decided that a party who has a protected right to take an action which becomes a publicrecord, also has an incidentally protected right to call attention to that action and thereby try to enlistsupport for his position."The question is whether deviations … take the news release out of the protected sphere. This we findwill depend on (a) whether the release goes beyond the content of the public charge or unfairly distortsit, and on (b) timing. In the present case we find that the content of the press release is a fair summary ofthe content of the complaint or charge later filed. The question of timing is more troublesome, since thepress release was not simultaneous with the filing or nearly so but was issued over a month before thecomplaint was signed or filed.“The longer the interval between the public statement and the later filing of the loss claim it has topartake of the protection of the subsequent act. No one can be sure of the future and the uncertaintytends to increase with time. Even the intentions of firm or stubborn men may change or be frustrated,with or without changes in external circumstances. And if a statement of intention may be harmful (asthis one was) then the harm may be done and the fulfillment of the intention (which alone justifies thestatement) may never occur. As this possibility increases, the statement has less claim for incidentalprotection. Moreover there is some basis for believing that improper motives (e.g., a desire to simplyhurt, Holmes’ “disinterested malevolence”) are more likely to dominate where the statement is widelyseparated in time from the public act for which support may legitimately be enlisted. Upon weighing allthese competing considerations we find that a public statement made as far in advance of actual filing asthis one was is not entitled to the protection which would be accorded to the filing itself or to a nearlycontemporaneous announcement of it.”There was absolutely no showing before the Board, and it did not conclude, that the plaintiff has any“improper motives”, that he was “not sure of the future” or that the “fulfillment of his intention neveroccurred.” Rather the plaintiff has from the outset persistently and consistently pursued every legalmeans available to him, at the proper times and in the proper manner, and followed through on all ofthem. There has been no showing of any indecision ior lack of diligence on the plaintiff’s part nor anyshowing that his public announcement was intended as anything other than what it was, a simplestatement that he would file a complaint against the union. And, of course, the plaintiff did file thecomplaint.It should also be noted that the difficulties out which the plaintiff’s complaint arose began several monthsbefore his public announcement, having started prior to October, 1970. During the interval betweenOctober, 1970 and the filing of his complaint on March 22, 1971, there had been a continuing series ofgrievances, negotiations and discussions. The plaintiff had made his position and intentions known to theunion on many occasions before he made his public announcement.Further, the plaintiff’s public announcement referred not only to the union but to the City of New Britain,against whom he also filed a prohibited practice complaint on March 18, 1971, that he filed his prohibitedpractice complaint against the union on March 22, only four days later, and that the union disciplinaryhearing did not occur until April 26, 1971, more than a month after he had filed his complaint. By the time



the hearing date arrived the union knew full well that the plaintiff’s complaint had been filed and it was infact punishing him for it.The Board is attempting to import into the hearing what it states amounts to unreasonable delay whichconsists of two elements: (1) delay must be inexcusable and (2) the delay must have prejudiced the otherparty. There is no such finding. See Sarner vs. Fox Hill Inc., 151 Conn., 437, 444. Mere lapse of time (tenyears) did not bar a suit for reinstatement and there must have been (1) prejudice to the opposing partybe reason of delay or (2) circumstances making it inequitable to entertain the proceeding. Nimer vs.Hansen, 217 Md. 298; 142 Atl. 2d. 298.It is hereby ordered that the dismissal in Case #MUPP-2096 be revoked and that the relief prayed for bythe petitioner in 4c (ii) and 4c (iii) be granted. WALL ,J.


